Can I link to this YouTube video?

Has the video been uploaded by the copyright holder?

- Yes
  - Does the video description contain language that prohibits sharing by commercial entities? (See next page for a visual of this).
    - Yes. You cannot link to this video.
    - No. Linking should be okay.
- No
  - You cannot link to this video.
- Um...
  - Does the username of whoever posted the video align with the content? For instance, if you want to link to a Frontline video, is the user who uploaded it PBS or Frontline? Or did a user named “Frontline4Ever” or “IloveJournalism” upload the content? If the latter, the video has NOT been uploaded by the copyright holder. (See next page for a visual).

See next page for visuals.
What to look for:

This video was uploaded by “tobin965” – this username doesn’t sound like it would be the copyright owner. Do not link to videos like this.

This video was uploaded by Frontline PBS, the copyright holder. This video could be shared as long as no prohibitions exist in the description.

The description doesn’t contain any language prohibiting linking to the content. This video can be linked to.